
Battle proven technology at work for you

In the past, nations attempted to steal secrets from other nations. Today, we live in an era 
where State sponsored entities now target the private sector globally in order to gain 
access to their most valuable assets. The private sector struggles to protect itself from 
such State sponsored efforts.

We leverage technologies / methodologies developed to cater for government level 
requirements and apply them to the modern corporate boardroom, catering to the specific 
needs of a premium business environment while offering the same nation-state level 
security.

Keeping your vital corporate information safe and secured

An eavesdropping proof room is an “isolated” room that is built as a "bubble" within an 
existing conference room or office.  This room is protected against external listening   
devices, electro-magnetic energy leaks (RF Shielding) and against direct hostile           
eavesdropping (acoustics shielding). The eavesdropping proof room is designed to   
discover any attempt to install listening devices and guarantees the user the assurance 
and peace of mind to host confidential meetings and discussions without any fear of 
eavesdropping or leakage of information from within the room. The eavesdropping proof 
room is engineered to ensure there is no cellular and WIFI communication (no receiving or 
transmitting). 

Eavesdropping “is the act of secretly or stealthily 
listening to the private conversation or communications 
of others without their consent in order to gather      
information.”  - (Wikipedia) 

“According to a 2017 report by the Intellectual Property 
Commission, the cost of IP theft for the United States is 
somewhere between $225 billion and $600 billion.”          
- (VOA News, August 2020)

Your meeting rooms are where your most precious 
information is created and shared.  With our SAFE 
HAVEN solution, you can be assured your information is 
secured and protected. Safe and secure meeting rooms 
will provide your managers and customers the                
operational upper hand required to succeed in an ever 
more challenging global marketplace. 
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Our technology is a combat proven solution applied in some of Israel’s most sensitive 
corporate and government installations for several decades with unparalleled operational 
expertise put to the test on a day-to-day basis. Our list of clients includes Government / 
State entities, R&D facilities, international embassies and private sector corporates such as 
manufacturers, banks and insurance companies.

SAFE HAVEN, our Eavesdropping Proof Safe Room leverages a holistic counter-surveil-
lance operational approach making it a solution meeting the needs of the premium market 
with more sophisticated requirements. 

Premium solutions for unique requirements :

Our value proposition delivers  an ongoing operational  methodology service that can be 
calibrated to an increasing or decreasing level of   external and internal threats, thus bring-
ing peace of mind to senior management.  Our service proposal for the SAFE HAVEN 
includes:

SAYE Holdings Ltd. is an Israeli based holdings company with global business   
interests that represents top tier Israeli B2B technology companies in select markets and 
develops its own inhouse technology projects within specific verticals. We are a one stop 
shop for high end corporate security solutions including Eavesdropping Proof Safe Rooms 
also known in the US as SCIF, Sensitive Compartmented Information Facility.

 Engineering design based on your needs and facilities

 Best quality for-the-job building materials

 Full oversight of construction by a local partner

 Technical training and handover to your security team

 Ongoing technology updates / support 

 Periodical evaluation and inspection services of your facilities 

                 including any electronic equipment used in the meeting room
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